DIRECTIONS:
Each player stars off with 6 tens or longs. Players take turns rolling a die and following directions on space
they land on. If a player does not have enough base ten blocks to subtract they must return to start. They
may keep the blocks they have and then add 60. (Example: If a player has 1 ten and 8 ones and lands on
subtract 29 they must go back to start. At start, they may add 6 tens to their pile. They now have 7 tens
and 8 ones for a total of 78.)
When all players reach the end, they total up their base ten blocks. They player with the largest number
wins.

NEEDED:
Printable, base ten blocks, game pieces, die
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Print as many copies as you would like for your OWN personal use
Save this file on YOUR computer
Share on a blog, facebook page, ect as long as there is a direct link to You’ve Got This
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Make copies to give to your fellow teachers or friends. Please share the link with them so they can download their own
personal copy.
Save to any file that can be accessed by anyone besides you. This includes dropbox, 4shared, facebook groups, shared
drives, ect
E-mail just the PDF
Claim this printable as your own
Post just the PDF on your blog, facebook page, ect
Sell or profit in any way from the PDF

Need more work on base ten blocks?
1. Get calendar pieces for number recognition!
2. Get a bingo game and caterpillar activity for numbers 21 - 50 HERE.
Need more subtraction activities?
1. Get a cut and paste subtraction sheet HERE.
2. Get a file folder activity for teaching subtraction with regrouping HERE.
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